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Haynes manuals are written specifically for the do-it-yourselfer, yet are complete enough to be used
by professional mechanics. Since 1960 Haynes has produced manuals written from hands-on
experience based on a vehicle teardown with hundreds of photos and illustrations, making Haynes
the world leader in automotive repair information.
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and a Chiltons or shop manual...To me, there is no reason to not have these type of books available
if you do any of your own repairs. I cannot say that EVERY bit of information you will ever need is
inside these but there is a good amount to get you started. The internet can provide with a lot of info
but isn't always available where you are when you need to look into an issue.

I give this five stars. The product was in excellent shape and packaged very well. Haynes manuals
have helped me fix many car related issues. I would much rather get a little dirty and spend the $24
for a book than pay some mechanic to do the same simple things for hundreds or even thousands
of dollars more.

Very clear and concise manual for many day-to-day repairs as well as more advanced maintenance
and repair. I just wish the pictures were in color instead of black and white. It's kind of hard to see

what's going on in the picture when it's black and white, and thus 4 stars.**Also a side note: My
manual came wrapped in plastic, but had distinct human bite marks on the cover. I'm not sure how
or why that happened, but it was probably just a fluke. Maybe the worker at the printing shop was
particularly hungry on the day he pulled my book from the press?

If you have used this manual, you are familiar with its quality. One of the standards in the industry. I
prefer the Chilton's but Haynes seems to be the one that most auto parts stores handle now. If you
do anything more than just rotate your car's tires and change the oil, you need this.

Every vehicle (cars and bikes) have a haynes manual on my book shelf. And they are consulted
regularly. Whether checking for maintenance requirements, troubleshooting occasional problems or
getting the "how to" fix what-ever. I reach for the haynes

this book was ordered to trouble shoot a few small Problems with my 2009 Cobalt....It had helped
me in so may areas I have found popping up from time to time and this Book has already Payed for
itself 10 times over by helping me fix the small problems that have cropped up....a very good book
to own

This is the first Haynes manual I've owned and it helps out. It gives detailed instructions with
pictures for every task I've needed to do. Pick up this manual, a jack, jack stands, and a ramp along
with a simple tool set you will save a lot of money doing jobs yourself rather than paying a shop.

NOT A HANDY PERSON. I have bought several of these over the years for different vehicles. Good
for the novice who would like to do minor repairs and general upkeep of vehicles. (i.e. oil change,
headlight change, etc.) Buy one and put it in your trunk with minor tools and you'll be good.
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